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NEW QUESTION: 1
Identify two benefits of using Programs. (Choose two.)
A. Consolidate financial, schedule, and status across related
Shells.
B. Create standard reports to be used across Shells.
C. Update access across multiple Shells regardless of Shell
types.
D. Combine Shells without creating Shell hierarchy.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS Documentation mentions
AWS OpsWorks Stacks provides built-in support for Memcached.
However, if Redis better suits your requirements, you can
customize your stack so that your application servers use
OastiCache Redis.
Although it works with Redis clusters, AWS clearly specifies
that AWS Opsworks stacks provide built in support for
Memcached.
Amazon OastiCache is an AWS service that makes it easy to
provide caching support for your application server, using
either the Memcached or Redis caching engines. OastiCache can
be used to improve the application server performance running
on AWS Opsworks stacks.
For more information on Opswork and Cache engines please refer
to the below link:
* http://docs
Related Postsws.a
mazon.com/opsworks/latest/userguide/other-se rvices-redis.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have built a full package and noticed that there was a
problem with the client package build process for one of the
business function objects, B9840, included in the CINSTALL
library because it reported "ERROR" in the R9622c pdf.
Which log file should be examined to determine the cause of the
business function compile problem?
A. CINSTALL.log
B. Clientpkgbuild.log

C. B9840.err
D. CINSTALL.sts
E. BuildLog. txt
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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